The sparsity problem could result in a data-dependent reduction and we couldn't do rough set null value estimates, therefore, we need to deal with the problem of a sparse data set before performing the null value estimate and padded by introducing a collaborative filtering technology used the sparse data processing methods -projectbased score prediction in the study. The method in the case of the object attribute data sparse, two objects can be based on their known attributes of computing the similarity between them, so a target object can be predicted based on the similarity between the size of the other objects to the N objects determine a neighbor collection of objects and then treat the predicted target unknown property by neighbors object contains attribute values to predict.
INTRODUCTION
Sparsity problem is one of the priorities of the recommended techniques of data tables that contain a large number of null values due to appear in the actual recommendation system often, collaborative filtering technology to achieve firstly is to deal with the sparsity of the data table, otherwise, the e-commerce the system would not be able to type of data for processing. Similarly, information system containing a large number of null values for subsequent data processing has brought great difficulties and cannot generate accurate and effective decision-making rules. Collaborative filtering the processing object technology can be a two-dimensional table of data, the same, object handling in rough set theory is a two-dimensional table, therefore, can score prediction method using collaborative filtering technology the sparse information systems rough set data processing.
Nearest-based collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm needs to measure the similarity between different users and then select the highest number of user's similarity to the current user as the current user's nearest neighbor set, the last collection by the recommendation algorithm based on neighbor ratings recommended produce results (Yu et al., 2001; Krasowski, 1988; Zou et al., 2001; Li, 2001; Zhang et al., 2003) . Promotion rough set field to predict the value of an object's empty, you need to measure the similarity between the object and other objects and then select the highest similarity with the object of several objects most collection of its neighbors, then by valuation algorithm according to the neighbor set of attribute values null value of the object.
First introduce three conventional similarity measure calculated the similarity between the object the i and object (Li and Shi, 2006; Miao and Hu, 1999; Nejman, 1994) j. Calculation process, first need to calculate the intersection AAA specific collection of objects the I and objects j non-empty properties as a formula:
• Cosine similarity formula (cosine): value of the attribute to see as a vector on the two-dimensional data table, if the attribute of the object is unknown, then the attribute value is set to 0, the cosine similarity between objects through vector Folder angle amount. The designed object i and object j property values on a 2-dimensional data table for vector ଓ̅ , ଔ̅ , the formula expressed as:
Molecule is a vector inner product of the two attribute values and the denominator is the product of the two attribute values vector mode.
Vector correlation has similar formula: taking object i and objects A ij as an example, the similarity between objects the i and objects j sim (i, j) by the Pearson correlation coefficient metric formula j set of common attributes known attribute values:
, ,
The R i,a , objects are represented i on the attribute value of the attribute a ܴ ത and ܴ ത may denote the average property values of object the i and object j.
Correction vector correlation similar formula: the cosine similarity measure without considering the different property values of the object-scale problems, modified cosine similarity measure attributes average property value by subtracting the object of improving the above defects, Object i and objects j the similarity between the sim (i, j) formulas is expressed as:
Usually, the object only if there are more nonempty properties similar to the property value to determine the similarity between objects. When the information system is a sparse data set, the collection of non-empty attributes of the two objects shared A ij also smaller, leading unable to determine the degree of similarity of the two objects, the same time, due to the traditional similarity calculation method is only two objects calculated measure lost a lot of useful information on the known properties of the intersection, the set of neighbors of the target object inaccurate. In summary, the three traditional similarity calculation method known attribute distribution does not apply in the case of sparse data collection, it will result in the collection of the neighbors of the target object is inaccurate, resulting in the lowering of the quality of the entire algorithm. Therefore, in the case of address data sparseness, we calculate the similarity between objects, can be set x object known non-empty set of attributes with A x said, A ij said:
Collection based on the properties the A ij , objects i and objects j the A ij collection of properties empty value through a collection of objects similar ratings predicted then calculated the object i and objects j similar collection of A ij . This method not only can effectively resolve the relevant the less similarity measure objects known attribute data and can effectively solve the same problem all unknown attribute value in the cosine similarity measurement method and the modified cosine similarity measure out the attribute value, so the calculation is more accurate, so as to effectively improve the quality of the null value estimate (Liu et al., 2001; Zong et al., 1999; TzungPeihong et al., 2010) . How to estimate the object in the collection of properties A ij unknown attribute value is the key. Set object III is a collection of the properties in the property values of the attributes A ij unknown:
Any property of a ∈ N i , use the following steps to estimate the object i the a property values:
Step 1: Calculate the properties of a similarity between other properties and constitute a collection of attributes compatible Step 2: Attributes compatible set the highest similarity to certain attributes as a set of neighbors of the property, that is, the set of neighbors of the property selected collection of M a = {I 1 , I 2 ,…,
a ∉ ⊆ and a attributes I 1 with attributes similar sim (a, I 1 ) highest attributes The sim (a, I 2 ) followed I 2 and attribute p similarity and so forth.
The third step: get M a , a attributes predictive value estimate object i formula:
ܴ ത said the average value of properties in the attributes compatible class, R i,j objects i property values on properties j.
Collection A ij attributes are not empty; you can use the object similarity formula to get the similarity between objects. Similarly you can get the score predicted value of the formula for:
FEATURE WEIGHTING BASED ON ENTROPY AND MUTUAL INFORMATION
The prediction of the null value is similar through the generation and the target object for a neighbor set, the use of the collection on the target air-value prediction; the method is based on this model estimation algorithm based on the predicted values of the null value. Therefore, the set of neighbors generated source as the characteristics of the target object collection feature weight method can effectively improve the accuracy of the predicted value of the characteristics of the target object, the core idea is to enhance the "good object" to predict the results of positive impact, while reducing the negative impact of "bad objects" to predict results. As attributes of the data table is a vertical, horizontal two-dimensional data table object, so we can be considered from two aspects of the characteristics of a data set (Nelwamondo and Marwala, 2007) .
So that the WWW larger the value of that property a more important. If known a sparse data set, the number of attributes if the probability distribution of attribute values dispersed more and more obvious, based on entropy weight. For example, let the data set S domain U = {e 1 , …, e n } attribute set A = (a 1 , …, a m ) assumptions attribute a property value v a probability distribution is divided into two parts, where x represents probability distribution of the number of different, y represents the probability distribution of the number of the same (Butalia et al., 2007) When the value of the property probability distribution is more dispersed, ω α value the larger the object the attribute preferences largest Similarly when y approaches n, ω α close to 0, the smallest object this attribute preferences. On the other hand, due to the entropy weight departure from the property itself features to consider and not related to the relationship between the object and the object. Thus if the object j the prediction of the target object is very important, can be imparted to the object j higher weights, thereby improving the quality of the prediction result. Based on these ideas, the mutual information method to measure the correlation between different objects and apply it to the definition of the fitness function as the feature weights (Zhao et al., 2012) . Its formula is as follows:
are the property values of objects the i and object j, H(V i , V j ) is the joint entropy of the two objects (joint entropy) (Yin et al., 2011) . Calculate the property value of the object is not all there, so only the attribute values of two objects are present in the property.
Based on the above two aspects, we propose a double feature weight method, from the data set, respectively, "horizontal" and "vertical" two considerations to consider the characteristics of the property itself weights, but also consider the degree of association between the object make up the case of the entropy weights law failure in small differences in property values, therefore, our similarity calculation formula (?) the following improvements:
Which ω m mutual information objects i and object j weights ω α attribute an entropy weights. To ω α , it will not be too low, limited ω α ∈[0.5, 1].
Algorithm Description: The algorithm dataset sparse standards, according to the required accuracy of the actual data set from the line set.
Prediction-EM algorithm:
Input: incomplete information system containing a null value.
Output: fill the empty value after the incomplete information system.
• Input incomplete information systems S = <U, A, V, f> • The calculation of the data set sparsity τ • If 0<τ≤k, according to equation (4) the Pre i,p ≠ ø, otherwise p(i)←* • The object i uncertain attribute p' and p'∈N i , go to step 7; otherwise go to step 10 • If S is incomplete information objects i', go to step 2; otherwise to step 11 • Outputs a comprehensive information system, the end.
Step 2-7 the calculation of the predictive value of the null values, wherein the step 3 is used in the case of a sufficiently large sparsity domain method, the use of prediction of null values, step 4-7 is the case in the sparse data set the next the null ability forecast based on mutual information entropy weights and objects between attributes weights.
Step 8 4-7 to obtain a prediction value according to the step 3 or to a null value of the corresponding prediction fill and then recycled to the next empty prediction of the property. When a null value object does not exist, a complete non-object predicted to fill.
EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
In this study, the incomplete information table in Table 1 . Contains a range of values for the attributes (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) , setting the threshold of three sparsity of k = 0.4, k = 0.5, k = 0.6, respectively, to fill the empty values in the three sparse case result SIM-EM algorithm compared Meanwhile trained suitable Prediction-EM algorithm the optimal threshold value. 
Results of SIM-EMS and Prediction-EM on Sparse Data Set Prediction-EM ---------------------------------------
Case study: Shown in Table 1 of the data set, the data table, from which to choose each time a non-null value is replaced with null values to estimates of the selected data element, respectively, using SIM-EM and Prediction-EM. In order to verify the valuation of the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in this study, as shown in Table 1 data set processing, sparse dataset  Table 2 , SIM-EM and Prediction-EM estimate. The accuracy of the evaluation criteria and the average absolute error MAE compare the valuation SIM-EM algorithm and improvement (Prediction-EM) algorithm proposed in this study.
Accuracy rate: refers to the correct estimation of the total number of attribute values with respect to the proportion of the total number of attribute values to fill, denoted as C, namely:
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Average absolute error of the experimental select MAE (mean absolute error) was to evaluate recommendation algorithm quality standards to measure the accuracy of forecasts by calculating the deviation between the predicted score and the actual user ratings MAE The smaller the value, the recommended the higher the accuracy. MAE intuitively of recommended quality measure of ease of understanding is the most common form of recommended quality assessment methods. Average absolute error MAE formula is calculated as follows:
wherein, p ij for the prediction object u i estimates of attributes i k r ij for dataset object u i the actual value of the property i k , |CI i | to estimate the number of attribute values for the object u i .
When the data set as shown in Table 1 , the sparsity τ = 0.31 data set for non-sparse data sets, SIM-EM the Prediction-EM algorithm estimates using the null value is identical to the domain estimation method, this when estimation accuracy rate is the same, namely the C S = C p = 66.7%.
When the data set as shown in Table 2 , the sparsity τ = 0.54, the data sets for sparse data sets in Table 3 , respectively, uses the results of the valuation of the SIM-EM the Prediction-EM algorithm.
Experiments were taken of this section, the three different threshold values shown in Table 2 sparsity 0.54 data set for training, therefore to evaluate the analysis of the training results by using the two indicators of the accuracy and the average error MAE observed located given the impact of different threshold values on the experimental results, the finally obtained the optimal threshold for the data set. Table 3 shows that the sparsity threshold 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 when after the end of the data set to fill the accuracy of 68.9, 73.3, 65.6%, respectively. Order to observe the exact rate of change of the entire data set to fill with sparse degree change sparsity as abscissa, ordinate accurate rate, three different accuracy curve l c1 , l c2 , l c3 in three different threshold values were obtained, as shown in Fig. 1 , training thus been the optimal threshold sparse. Figure 1 shows that, when the sparsity τ is 0, it indicates a null value of the data set has been completely filled, the exact rate obtained: When sparsity τ>0.6, three threshold values are the data set in this case as the non-sparse data set, so the curve, l c1 , l c2 , l c3 , also consistent; the When sparsity 0.5<τ≤0.6, k = 0.4, k = 0.5 two curves willet this time, the data set as a non-sparse data set, so the curve l c2 , l c3 consistent; Similarly, when the sparsity τ≤0.4, k = 0.4, k = 0.5, K = 0.6, all of the data set in this case as a sparse data set, Therefore curve l c1 , l c2 , l c3 ,, the difference increases. Based on the above situation, the curve l c2 always maintains a high accuracy and therefore, according to the accuracy metric threshold is about 0.5 for optimal threshold. Table 3 , the sparsity threshold value 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 when data sets to fill after the average error MAE is 31.0, 24.1, 41.4%, respectively. Size in order to compare with the sparsity changes the entire data set to fill the average error sparsity abscissa MAE average error for the longitudinal coordinates were obtained in three different threshold three different MAE curve l MAE1 , l MAE2 , l MAE3, Fig. 2 and then compare the optimal threshold for the training set.
Shown in Fig. 2 , the null value of the data set has been completely filled, get MAE when the sparsity τ is 0: K = 0.4 MAE = 31.0% K = 0.5 MAE = 24.1% K = 0.6 MAE = 41.4% When the sparse degree τ = 1 when special circumstances that all data sets is empty at this time to fill the average error MAE = 1 the MAE curve l MAE1 , l MAE2 , l MAE3 consistent trend 1. Other two curves, the curve of the value of l MAE2 is lower than in the process with sparse degree increments When k = 0.5, the error of the data set to fill a minimum, therefore, according to the average error metric threshold is about 0.5 for optimal threshold. K = 0.5-oriented experimental data set by the accuracy of the evaluation of C and the average error MAE get optimal threshold. The next section, we fill the 0.5 threshold Prediction-EM results as the best result of the fill and fill the results were compared with the SIM-EM algorithm.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
To further analyze the fill effect of the improved algorithm, this study uses the common data provided by the Minnesota State University the GroupLens study group as experimental source data set MovieLens. SIM-EM and Prediction-EM algorithm were used to fill the empty value, the final calculation of the two ways to get the accuracy of the results and the average absolute error. Just as Shown in Fig. 3 .
Prediction-EM sparse data set null value prediction to fill, so that the attribute values are dependent on padding value more fully, while using the two heavy right value method corrected similarity calculation results, to improve the prediction accuracy, filling after the end the Prediction-EM algorithm accuracy was 83.6% and SIM-EM algorithm is only 75.1%, so the Prediction-EM increased by 8.5% relative to the SIM-EM algorithm accuracy. Figure 4 Prediction-EM relative to the SIM-EM data sets recommended filling the effect of a certain improvement in the MAE user rating data are extremely sparse, that users rated project between 0-110, the improved algorithm the accuracy of the prediction score of candidate projects have been greatly enhanced. Although With User Rating intensive, that advantage is waning, but the improved algorithm to solve the sparsity problem of recommender system effectively.
Accurate comparison of the rate of C and the average error MAE evaluation graph can be drawn, in the estimation of sparse data set, the proposed algorithm is more effective and accurate.
CONCLUSION
This study first introduces a rough set approach non-null values of the incomplete information system, divided into delete tuples, padded, does not deal with three types of methods and missing data highlights null value data on the basis of classification filled the principle of the method; Second, the detailed steps of the algorithm and the advantages and disadvantages of the valuation of the SIM-EM algorithm; once again, the introduction of the collaborative filtering score predicted knowledge, collaborative filtering, sparse data combine to empty value forecast to solve the problem of sparse data, sparsity control the valuation algorithm merit-based, similar weight to ensure the accuracy of the null value predicted improvements null value estimation method based on similarity relations and on this basis. Finally, through the classic data sets and real data sets of the proposed algorithm validation, the contrast of the old and new methods, verify the superiority of the algorithm.
The null value of the predicted value is used in the proposed method of rough set to estimate, in the method on the basis of the original SIM-EM algorithm has been improved. Advantages compared with the original SIM-EM algorithm, due to the introduction of the concept of similarity, the proposed method is not only to maintain the SIM-EM algorithm to solve the sparse data sets is dependent on the data brought too little empty value estimate. Denial or problem cannot be estimated. In addition, this study also proposed the double feature weight method and its integration into the similarity calculation process, final predictive value contains the attributes of the data set characteristics compared with the traditional null value prediction method proposed in this study the predicted value obtained by the method is more consistent with the needs of real data.
